Title: BATTERY ACCOMMODATING DEVICE AND BATTERY MODULE HAVING THE SAME

Abstract: A battery accommodating device (100) and a battery module (1000) including the same are provided. The battery accommodating device (100) includes: an outer insertion-connected assembly (1) comprising first and second outer insertion-connected components (11, 12) opposed to and spaced from each other in a right and left direction; an inner insertion-connected assembly (2) disposed between the first and second outer insertion-connected components in the right and left direction, and comprising first and second inner insertion-connected components (21, 22) staggerly arranged with each other in a front and rear direction; and a chamber configured to accommodate a battery and defined between the inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly (2) and adjacent one of the first and second outer insertion-connected components, in which each of the first and second outer insertion-connected components is fitted with the first and second inner insertion-connected components (21, 22) via a sliding rail structure.
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

The present application claims priority to and benefits of Chinese Patent Applications No. 201410522215.X and 201420569533.7, filed with the State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) of the People's Republic of China on September 30, 2014, the entire content of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

FIELD

Embodiments of the disclosure generally relate to batteries, and more particularly to a battery accommodating device and a battery module having the same.

BACKGROUND

In the related art, a power battery module usually uses a battery accommodating device with a multi-plate assembling structure or an upper-lower shell assembling structure. Although the battery accommodating device with the aforementioned structure can provide a good protection for batteries, a combination of the batteries cannot be freely extended due to limitations of the multi-plate assembling structure and the upper-lower shell assembling structure. In detail, the aforementioned structure of the battery accommodating device is required to be redesigned if the combination of the batteries is changed, thus greatly increasing time and cost of R&D project. Meanwhile, the aforementioned structure of the battery accommodating device is not conducive to an automatic production of a power battery module, which potentially increases a production cost of the power battery module, thus causing the product to lose the competitive advantage.

SUMMARY

In viewing thereof, the present disclosure is directed to solve at least one problem existing in the art. For this reason, the present disclosure provides a battery accommodating device, it is easy to extend and assemble the battery accommodating device.

The present disclosure also provides a battery module, the battery module shows a high expansibility, low R&D cost and short time for development.
Embodiments of a first aspect the present disclosure provide a battery accommodating device. The battery housing includes: an outer insertion-connected assembly including first and second outer insertion-connected components opposed to and spaced from each other in a right and left direction; an inner insertion-connected assembly disposed between the first and second outer insertion-connected components in the right and left direction, and including first and second inner insertion-connected components staggerly arranged with each other in a front and rear direction; and a chamber configured to accommodate a battery and defined between the inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly and adjacent one of the first and second outer insertion-connected components, in which each of the first and second outer insertion-connected components is fitted with the first and second inner insertion-connected components via a sliding rail structure.

In some embodiments, a plurality of inner insertion-connected assemblies are disposed between the first and second outer insertion-connected components, in which the chamber is further defined between adjacent inner insertion-connected assemblies, and adjacent inner insertion-connected components are fitted with each other via the sliding rail structure.

In some embodiments, each of the first and second outer insertion-connected components has a sliding groove or a sliding block, in which each of the first and second inner insertion-connected components has a sliding groove in a left side thereof and a sliding block on a right side thereof, in which the sliding groove of the inner insertion-connected component is adapted to fit with the sliding block of the outer insertion-connected component or the sliding block of an adjacent inner insertion-connected component.

In some embodiments, the outer insertion-connected component includes: an outer side plate having a first plate segment and a second plate segment; and an insertion-connected frame disposed on the first plate segment of the outer side plate, in which the first inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, is connected with the second plate segment of the outer side plate and opposed to the insertion-connected frame; in which the second inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, is connected with a side of the insertion-connected frame away from the outer side plate.

In some embodiments, the insertion-connected frame includes: an outer top plate connected
with a top of the outer side plate and perpendicular thereto, an outer end plate connected with an end of the first plate segment of the outer side plate away from the second plate segment and perpendicular thereto; and an outer bottom plate connected with a bottom of the outer side plate and perpendicular thereto, and opposed to the outer top plate.

In some embodiments, each of the outer top plate and the outer bottom plate has a sliding groove or a sliding block at a side thereof away from the outer side plate, and the sliding groove or the sliding block is adapted to fit with the second inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component.

In some embodiments, each of the outer top plate and the outer bottom plate has the sliding groove at the side thereof away from the outer side plate, and the sliding groove is adapted to fit with the second inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, and the sliding groove of the outer top plate is opened in a first direction opposite to a second direction in which the sliding groove of the outer bottom plate is opened.

In some embodiments, the second plate segment of the outer side plate has a sliding groove or a sliding block at a top and a bottom thereof respectively, and the sliding groove or the sliding block is adapted to fit with the first inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component.

In some embodiments, the second plate segment of the outer side plate has the sliding block at the top and the bottom thereof respectively, the sliding block is adapted to fit with the first inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, and the sliding block at the top of the second plate segment has an extending direction opposed to that of the sliding block at the bottom of the second plate segment.

In some embodiments, the outer end plate defines a first extraction hole penetrated therethrough.

In some embodiments, the inner insertion-connected component includes: an inner top plate having a sliding groove at a left side thereof and a sliding block at a right side thereof, the sliding groove and the sliding block being adapted to fit with the outer insertion-connected component or the inner insertion-connected component adjacent thereto respectively; an inner end plate disposed at a front end or a rear end of the inner top plate and perpendicular thereto; an inner bottom plate disposed at a lower end of the inner end plate and perpendicular thereto, having a sliding groove at
a left side thereof and a sliding block at a right side thereof, the sliding groove and the sliding
block being adapted to fit with the outer insertion-connected component or the inner
insertion-connected component adjacent thereto; and an inner baffle plate disposed at the left side
or the right side of the inner top plate and perpendicular thereto, and connected with the inner end
plate and the inner bottom plate.

In some embodiments, an extending direction of the sliding block of the inner top plate is
opposite to that of the sliding block of the inner bottom plate, and the sliding groove of the inner
top plate is opened in a first direction opposite to a second direction in which the sliding groove of
the inner bottom plate is opened.

In some embodiments, the inner end plate defines a second extraction hole penetrated
therethrough.

In some embodiments, the inner baffle plate defines a notch opened in a direction away from
the inner end plate.

In some embodiments, the battery accommodating device further includes a plurality of
protective covers, in which the protective cover is disposed at an end of the inner
insertion-connected component adjacent to the inner end plate thereof and/or an end of the outer
insertion-connected component adjacent to the outer end plate thereof.

In some embodiments, the inner top plate of the inner insertion-connected component or the
outer top plate of the outer insertion-connected component defines a slot; the protective cover has
a snap component adapted to fit within the slot at an upper end thereof, and a flange adapted to fit
with the outer end plate or the inner end plate at a lower end thereof.

In some embodiments, the protective cover disposed at the end of the outer
insertion-connected component has a first package edge adapted to fit with an outermost side of
the outer insertion-connected component.

In some embodiments, the battery accommodating device further includes a mounting
assembly, in which the mounting assembly is configured to connect the outer insertion-connected
component with the inner insertion-connected component adjacent thereto, or connect adjacent
inner insertion-connected components with each other.

In some embodiments, the mounting assembly includes: a first mounting component
configured to connect the outer insertion-connected component with the first inner
insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer
insertion-connected component; and a second mounting component configured to connect four adjacent inner insertion-connected components together or adjacent three inner insertion-connected components and one outer insertion-connected component together.

In some embodiments, the first mounting component includes a first snap part, and each of the outer top plate of the outer insertion-connected component, the outer bottom plate of the outer insertion-connected component, the inner top plate and the inner bottom plate of the first inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component defines a first snap opening adapted to fit with the first snap part.

In some embodiments, the first mounting component has a second package edge adapted to fit with the outer side plate.

In some embodiments, the second mounting component includes a second snap part, and each of the inner top plate, the inner bottom plate, the outer top plate and the outer bottom plate has a second snap opening adapted to fit with the second snap part.

With the battery accommodating device according to embodiments of the present disclosure, by disposing the outer insertion-connected assembly including the first and second outer insertion-connected components, and the inner insertion-connected assemblies including the first and second inner insertion-connected components, the chamber for housing the battery is defined by adjacent inner insertion components and by the inner insertion-connected component and adjacent outer insertion-connected component, and the outer insertion-connected component and the inner insertion-connected component are fitted with the adjacent inner insertion-connected component via the sliding rail structure and detachably connected therewith respectively, thus the number of batteries can be extended easily with the battery accommodating device according to actual requirements.

Besides, since the outer insertion-connected component and the inner insertion-connected component are detachably connected with the adjacent inner insertion-connected component respectively, the assembling and disassembling of the battery accommodating device both are easy to be carried out, thus simplifying the assembling process and improving assembling efficiency thereof.

Further, the expansibility of the power battery module is improved, the R&D cost of the power battery module is decreased, and the time for development of the power battery module is shortened.
Embodiments of a second aspect the present disclosure provide a battery module. The battery module includes: a battery accommodating device according to above embodiments of the present disclosure, and at least one battery accommodated in a chamber of the battery accommodating device.

Additional aspects and advantages of the embodiments of the present disclosure will be given in part in the following descriptions, become apparent in part from the following descriptions, or be learned from the practice of the embodiments of the present disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other aspects and advantages of the disclosure will become apparent and more readily appreciated from the following descriptions taken in conjunction with the drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is an exploded view of a battery module according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 2 is a partially exploded view of a battery accommodating device according to another embodiment of the present disclosure, which shows an assembling relationship of two outer insertion-connected components and one inner insertion-connected assembly;

Fig. 3 is a partially perspective view of a battery accommodating device according to another embodiment of the present disclosure, which shows an assembling relationship of one outer insertion-connected component and a plurality of inner insertion-connected components;

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of an outer insertion-connected component of a battery accommodating device according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of an inner insertion-connected component of a battery accommodating device according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a protective cover disposed at an end of the outer insertion-connected component of a battery accommodating device according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 7 is a top view of two inner insertion-connected components of two adjacent inner insertion assemblies of a battery accommodating device according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 8 is a schematic view of the two inner insertion-connected components shown in Fig. 7
connected with each other via a second mounting component;

Fig. 9 is a perspective view from an angle of a first mounting component of a battery accommodating device according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig 10 is a perspective view from another angle of the first mounting component shown in Fig. 9;

Fig. 11 is a perspective view from an angle of a second mounting component of a battery accommodating device according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; and

Fig. 12 is a perspective view from another angle of the second mounting component shown in Fig. 11.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Reference will be made in detail to embodiments of the present disclosure. The embodiments described herein with reference to the accompany drawings are explanatory and illustrative, in which the same or similar reference numerals throughout signify the same or similar components or components having the same or similar functions. The embodiments are used to generally understand the present disclosure, and shall not be construed to limit the present disclosure.

In the specification, unless specified or limited otherwise, it should be understood that, terms used to denote the position or positional relationship such as "upper", "lower", "front", "rear", "left", "right", "vertically", "horizontally", "top", "bottom", "inner", "outer" as well as derivative thereof should be construed to refer to the position or positional relationship as then described or as shown in the drawings. These relative terms are for convenience of description and do not require that the present disclosure be constructed or operated in a particular position. In additive, terms such as "first" and "second" are used herein for purposes of description and are not intended to indicate or imply relative importance or significance. Thereout, the features limited by "first" and "second" may indicate or imply that the number of the features is more than one. In the description of the present disclosure, unless specified or limited otherwise, "a plurality of" means two or more than two.

In the description of the present disclosure, unless specified or limited otherwise, it should be noted that, terms such as "fixed", "mounted", "connected" may be understood broadly, such as permanent connection, detachable connection, or integrally connection; direct connection or indirect connection via intermediary, inner communication or interreaction between two
components. These having ordinary skills in the art should understand the specific meanings in the present disclosure according to specific situations.

A battery accommodating device 100 according to embodiments of a first aspect of the present disclosure will be described in the following with reference to Figs. 1-12. Firstly, it should be explained that, the battery accommodating device 100 is used to accommodate a battery 200, thus obtaining a battery module 1000. Specifically, the battery accommodating device 100 according to embodiments of the present disclosure includes an outer insertion-connected assembly 1 and an inner insertion-connected assembly 2.

It should be noted that, in the description of the present disclosure below, terms used to denote the direction, such as "upper and lower", "front and rear", "left and right" as well as derivative thereof, should be construed to refer to the direction as then described or shown in the drawings. These relative terms are for convenience of exemplary description and do not require that the present disclosure be constructed or operated in a particular direction or position relationship.

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the outer insertion-connected assembly 1 includes a first outer insertion-connected component 11 and a second outer insertion-connected components 12, and the first and second outer insertion-connected components 11, 12 are opposed to and spaced from each other in a right and left direction. The inner insertion-connected assembly 2 is disposed between the first and second outer insertion-connected components 11, 12 in the right and left direction.

The inner insertion-connected assembly 2 includes a first inner insertion-connected component 21 and a second inner component 22 staggerly arranged with each other in a front and rear direction. A chamber for accommodate the batter 200 is defined between the inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 and adjacent one of the first and second outer insertion-connected components 11, 12. In addition, each of the first and second outer insertion-connected components 11, 12 is fitted with the first and second inner insertion-connected components 21, 22 via a sliding rail structure.

In another embodiment of the present disclosure, as shown in Fig. 3, a plurality of inner insertion-connected assemblies are disposed between the first and second outer insertion-connected components 11, 12. The chamber is further defined between adjacent inner insertion-connected assemblies, and the battery 200 is received in the chamber. In addition, the adjacent inner insertion-connected components are fitted with each other via the sliding rail
structure.

Herein, it should be explained that, "the first and second inner insertion-connected components 21, 22 of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 are staggerly arranged with each other in the front and rear direction" may indicate that, in the front and rear direction, the first and second inner insertion-connected components 22, 22 of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 are not opposed to each other, but staggered to each other, which can be seen in Fig. 2.

The outer insertion-connected component and the inner insertion-connected component are detachably connected with adjacent inner insertion-connected component respectively.

With the battery accommodating device 100 according to embodiments of the present disclosure, by disposing the outer insertion-connected assembly 1 including the first and second outer insertion-connected components, and the inner insertion-connected assemblies 2 including the first and second inner insertion-connected components, the chamber for housing the battery is defined by adjacent inner insertion components and by the inner insertion-connected component and the adjacent outer insertion-connected component, and the outer insertion-connected component and the inner insertion-connected component are fitted with the adjacent inner insertion-connected component via the sliding rail structure and detachably connected therewith respectively, thus the number of batteries can be extended easily with the battery accommodating device 100 according to actual requirements.

Besides, since the outer insertion-connected component and the inner insertion-connected component are detachably connected with the adjacent inner insertion-connected component respectively, the assembling and disassembling of the battery accommodating device 100 both are easy to be carried out, thus simplifying the assembling process and improving assembling efficiency thereof.

Further, the expansibility of the power battery module 1000 is improved, the R&D cost of the power battery module 1000 is decreased, and the time for development of the power battery module 1000 is shortened.

In some embodiments, each of the first and second outer insertion-connected components 11, 12 has a sliding groove 3 or a sliding block 4. Each of the first and second inner insertion-connected components 21, 22 has a sliding groove 3 in a left side thereof and a sliding block 4 on a right side thereof. The sliding groove 3 of the inner insertion-connected component is adapted to fit with the sliding block 4 of the outer insertion-connected component or the sliding
block 4 of an adjacent inner insertion-connected component. In other words, in the right and left direction, adjacent inner insertion-connected components are connected with each other via the sliding groove 3 and the sliding block 4, or the outer insertion-connected component and the adjacent inner insertion-connected component are connected with each other via the sliding groove 3 and sliding block 4, in which, the sliding groove 3 and the sliding block 4 both are components of the sliding rail structure.

The sliding groove 3 may be a groove structure, the sliding block 4 may be a continuous bar structure, or may be a discontinuous protrusion structure, as long as the sliding block 4 can slide within the sliding groove 3.

Alternatively, there may be no requirement to mount a connection structure between the first and second inner insertion-connected components 21, 22 of one inner insertion-connected assembly 2 which are staggered to each other. And these inner insertion-connected components may be connected with the adjacent inner insertion-connected components or outer insertion-connected components via an insertion connection, thus the structure of the first and second inner insertion-connected components 21, 22 of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 is simplified, and the assembling and disassembling thereof are easy to be carried out.

The outer insertion-connected component of the battery accommodating device 100 according to the embodiments of the present disclosure will be described below with reference to Figs. 1 to 4. As shown in Figs. 1 to 4, the outer insertion-connected component includes an outer side plate 111 and an insertion-connected frame 112.

The outer side plate 111 has a plate shape. The outer side plate 111 of the outer insertion-connected components is disposed at an outermost side of the battery accommodating device 100, as shown in Fig. 1, the outer side plate 111 of the first outer insertion-connected component 11 is disposed at a left end of the battery accommodating device 100, and the other outer side plate 111 of the second outer insertion-connected component 12 is disposed at a right end of the battery accommodating device 100.

The outer side plate 111 includes a first plate segment 1111 and a second plate segment 1112, and the insertion-connected frame 112 is disposed on the first plate segment 1111 of the outer side plate 111. The first inner insertion-connected component 21 of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, is connected with the second plate segment 1112 of the outer side plate 111 and opposed to the insertion-connected frame 112.
Alternatively, the first inner insertion-connected component 21 of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, is connected with the second plate segment 1112 of the outer side plate 111 via the sliding groove 3 and the sliding block 4. The second inner insertion-connected component 22 of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, is connected with a side of the insertion-connected frame 112 away from the outer side plate. Alternatively, the second inner insertion-connected component 22 of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, is connected with the insertion-connected frame 112 via the sliding groove 3 and the sliding block 4.

In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 2, the chamber may be defined between the first outer insertion-connected component 11 and the first inner insertion-connected component 21 connected with the second plate segment 1112 of the first outer insertion-connected component 11, i.e., two chambers may be defined between two outer insertion-connected components and two inner insertion-connected components, thus two batteries 200 may be received in these two chambers. It should be understood that, the battery accommodating device 100 may accommodate more batteries 200 if the plurality of the inner insertion-connected assemblies 2 are provided, which fulfills the requirement of the expanding the battery module 1000 and facilitates the assembly and disassembly of the battery accommodating device 100.

Furthermore, the insertion-connected frame 112 includes an outer top plate 1121, an outer end plate 1122, and an outer bottom plate 1123. The outer top plate 1121 is connected with a top of the outer side plate 111 (i.e., an upper part of the outer side plate 111 in Figs. 2 and 4) and perpendicular thereto, the outer end plate 1122 is connected with an end of the first plate segment 1111 of the outer side plate 111 away from the second plate segment 1112 and perpendicular thereto, the outer bottom plate 1123 is connected with a bottom of the outer side plate 111 and perpendicular thereto, and opposed to the outer top plate 1121. In other words, as shown in Fig. 4, the outer top plate of 1121 of the insertion-connected frame 112 is vertically connected with the top of the first plate segment 1111 of the outer side plate 111. The outer bottom plate 1123 of the insertion-connected frame 112 is vertically connected with the bottom of the first plate segment 1111 of the outer side plate 111, and opposed to the outer top plate 1121. The outer end plate 1122 is vertically connected with the end of the outer side plate 111 away from the second plate segment 1112, an upper end of the outer end plate 1122 is connected with the outer top plate 1121, and a
lower end of the outer end plate 1122 is connected with the outer bottom plate 1123.

In some embodiments, alternatively, each of the outer top plate 1121 and the outer bottom plate 1123 may have a sliding groove 3 or a sliding block at a side thereof away from the outer side plate 111, and the sliding groove 3 or the sliding block 4 is adapted to fit with the second inner insertion-connected component 22 of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component. As shown in Fig. 4, each of the outer top plate 1121 and the outer bottom plate 1123 has the sliding groove at the side thereof away from the outer side plate 111, and the sliding groove 3 is adapted to fit with the second inner insertion-connected component 22 of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, and the sliding groove 3 of the outer top plate 1121 is opened in a first direction opposite to a second direction in which the sliding groove 3 of the outer bottom plate 1123 is opened. In one embodiment, as shown in Fig. 4, the sliding groove 3 of the outer top plate 1121 is opened in an upward direction, while the sliding groove 3 of the outer bottom plate 1123 is opened in a downward direction.

Accordingly, the second inner insertion-connected component 22 fitted with the insertion-connected frame 112 of the outer insertion-connected component has a sliding block 4 in a corresponding position thereof, and the sliding block 4 of the second inner insertion-connected component 22 is adapted to fit within the sliding groove 3 of the insertion-connected frame 112 (i.e., the sliding grooves 3 of the outer top plate 1121 and the outer bottom plate 1123).

In some embodiments, the outer insertion-connected component and the adjacent inner insertion-connected component may be moved with respect to each other in the front and rear direction so as to assemble them together, i.e., the second inner insertion-connected component 22 may be moved by moving the sliding block 4 thereof within and along the sliding groove 3 of the outer insertion-connected component, until the second inner insertion-connected component 22 is completely mounted to the outer insertion-connected component, then the moving stopped. Preferably, the sliding groove 3 may be configured as a through structure in the front and rear direction, which further facilitates the mounting of the outer insertion-connected component and the adjacent inner insertion-connected component, thus the inner insertion-connected component can be mounted to the outer insertion-connected component via the insertion connection in a front or rear direction.

In some embodiments, the second plate segment 1112 of the outer side plate 111 has a sliding
groove 3 or a sliding block 4 at a top and a bottom thereof respectively, and the sliding groove 3 or
the sliding block 4 is adapted to fit with the first inner insertion-connected component 21 of the
inner insertion-connected assembly 2 adjacent to the outer insertion-connected. As shown in Fig. 4,
the second plate segment 1112 of the outer side plate 111 has the sliding block 4 at the top and the
bottom thereof respectively, and the sliding block 4 is adapted to fit with the first inner insertion-connected component 21 of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, and the sliding block 4 at the top of the second plate segment 1112 has an extending direction opposed to that of the sliding block 4 at the bottom of the second plate segment 1112. That is, as shown in Fig. 4, the sliding block 4 at the top of the second part 1112 has an downward extending direction, while the sliding block 4 at the bottom of the second part 1112 has an upward extending direction.

Accordingly, the first inner insertion-connected component 21 fitted with the second plate segment 1112 of the outer insertion-connected component has a sliding groove 3 in a corresponding position thereof, so that the first inner insertion-connected component 21 can be fitted with the second plate segment 1112 via the insertion connection.

In some embodiments, the outer end plate 1122 has a first extraction hole 1124 penetrated therethrough. It should be explained that, when the battery 200 is received within the chamber of the battery accommodating device 100, an electrode terminal of the battery 200 may be extended out of the chamber of the battery accommodating device 100 through the first extraction hole 1124 so as to achieve an electrical connection of the battery 200. Alternatively, the battery module 1000 further includes a plurality of connecting members 9 which are used to connect the batteries 200, i.e., the batteries 200 may be connected with each other in series or in parallel by the connecting members 9.

In some embodiments of the present disclosure, the battery accommodating device 100 further includes a plurality of protective covers 5, and the protective cover 5 is disposed at an end of the outer insertion-connected component adjacent to the outer end plate thereof. As shown in Fig. 1, the protective cover 5 is disposed on the outer insertion-connected component and closes the outer end plate 1122. As mentioned above, the first extraction hole 1124 is formed in the outer end plate 1122, thus the protective cover 5 may protect the electrode terminal of the battery 200 which is extended out through the first extraction hole 1124.

In some embodiments, the protective cover includes a cover body 51, and the cover body 51
has a plate shape. The outer top plate 1121 of the outer insertion-connected component defines a slot 6, and the protective cover 5 has a snap component 52 adapted to fit within the slot 6 at an upper end thereof (i.e., an upper end of the cover plate 51), so that the protective cover 5 may be detachably mounted on the outer insertion-connected component, thus facilitating the mounting and the dismounting thereof.

In some embodiments, the protective covers 5 disposed at the end of the outer insertion-connected component has a first package edge 53 adapted to fit with an outermost side of the outer insertion-connected component, as shown in Fig. 6, thus the first package edge 53 can protect the outermost side of the battery accommodating device 100 through the first package edge 53. Furthermore, the protective cover 5 has a flange 54 adapted to fit with the outer end plate 1122 or the inner end plate 212 at a lower end thereof, thus the mounting of the protective cover 5 can be more stable.

It should be noted that, structures of the first and second outer insertion-connected components 11, 12 are the same with each other, but assembling directions thereof are opposite when the first and second outer insertion-connected components 11, 12 are assembled. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the first outer insertion-connected component 11 is disposed at the left side, and the insertion-connected frame 112 of the first outer insertion-connected component 11 is disposed at a front side of the second plate segment 1112 of the outer side plate 111, while the second outer insertion-connected component 12 is disposed at the right side, and the insertion-connected frame 112 of the second outer insertion-connected component 12 is disposed at a rear side of the second plate segment 1112 of the outer side plate 111, thus simplifying the manufacturing process of the battery accommodating device 100 and reducing the manufacturing difficulty.

The inner insertion-connected component of the battery accommodating device according to the embodiments of the present disclosure will be described below with reference to Figs. 1 to 3 and Fig. 5. As shown in Figs. 1 to 3 and Fig. 5, the inner insertion-connected component includes: an inner top plate 211, an inner end plate 212, an inner bottom plate 213, and an inner baffle plate 214.

As shown in Fig. 5, the inner top plate 211 has a sliding groove 3 at a left side thereof and a sliding block 4 at a right side thereof, the sliding groove 3 and the sliding block 4 are adapted to fit with the outer insertion-connected component or the inner insertion-connected component adjacent thereto respectively. The inner bottom plate 213 is disposed below the inner top plate 211, and
corresponding to the inner top plate 211. The inner bottom plate 213 also has a sliding groove 3 at a left side thereof and a sliding block 4 at a right side thereof, the sliding groove 3 and the sliding block 4 are adapted to fit with the outer insertion-connected component or the inner insertion-connected component adjacent thereto. The inner end plate 212 is disposed at a front end or a rear end of the inner top plate 211 and perpendicular thereto. In one embodiment, as shown in Fig. 5, the inner end plate 212 is disposed at the front end of the inner top plate 211 and perpendicular thereto. The inner bottom plate 213 is connected with a lower end of the end plate 212 and perpendicular thereto.

The inner baffle plate 214 is disposed on a left side or a right side of the inner top plate 211 and perpendicular thereto, and connected with both the inner end plate 212 and the inner bottom plate 213. In one embodiment, as shown in Fig. 5, the inner baffle plate 214 is disposed at the left side of the inner top plate 211, i.e., the inner baffle plate 214 has a upper end connected with the left end of the inner top plate 211 and a lower end connected with the left end of the inner bottom plate 213, and the inner baffle plate 214 further has a front end connected with the left end of the inner end plate 212.

As shown in Fig. 5, an extending direction of the sliding block 4 of the inner top plate 211 is opposite to that of the sliding block 4 of the inner bottom plate 213, and the sliding groove 3 of the inner top plate 211 is opened in a first direction opposite to a second direction in which the sliding groove 3 of the inner bottom plate 213 is opened.

In some embodiments, the inner baffle plate 214 has a notch 2141 therein, and the notch 2141 is opened in a direction away from the inner end plate 212. In this way, the notches 2141 of the first and second inner insertion-connected component 21, 22 which belong to the same inner insertion-connected assembly 2 can form a complete through hole when the notches 2141 are placed opposite to each other, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the battery 200 received in the chamber of the battery accommodating device 100 can be cooled by the ventilation and heat dissipation through the through hole. Preferably, an insulating plate may be disposed in a position in which the through hole is formed by the notches 2141 of the first and second inner insertion-connected components 21, 22 of the same inner insertion-connected assembly 2, so that the efficient insulation between adjacent batteries 200 can be ensured, thus improving the safety thereof.

It should be noted that, structures of all the inner insertion-connected components are the same with each other. In a preferable embodiment, each inner insertion-connected component has
the sliding groove 3 at the left side and the sliding block 4 at the right side thereof respectively, so
that the adjacent inner insertion-connected components can be reasonably connected and fitted
with each other or the outer insertion-connected component can be reasonably connected and fitted
with the adjacent inner insertion-connected components, when the battery accommodating device
100 is assembled.

In some embodiments, the first and second inner insertion-connected components 21, 22 of
the same inner insertion-connected assembly 2 are mounted in opposite directions. As shown in
Fig. 2, in the first and second inner insertion-connected components 21, 22 staggerly arranged with
each other in the front and rear direction, the inner end plate 212 of the second inner
15 insertion-connected component 22 disposed at the front side faces forward, and the inner end plate
212 of the first inner insertion-connected component 21 disposed at the rear side faces backward.
Adjacent inner insertion assemblies 2 may be connected with each other through the sliding
groove 3 and the sliding block 4, thus simplifying the manufacturing process of the battery
accommodating device 100 and reducing the manufacturing difficulty.

Alternatively, the inner end plate 212 has a second extraction hole 2121 penetrated
therethrough. And the electrode terminal of the battery 200 may be extended out of the chamber of
the battery accommodating device 100 through the second extraction hole 2121 formed in the
second extraction hole 2121, so as to achieve the connection in series or in parallel between the
20 batteries 200.

Similarly, the protective cover 5 also may be disposed at an end of the inner
insertion-connected component adjacent to the inner end plate 212 thereof. The protective cover 5
may also protect the electrode terminal of the battery 200, which is extended out through the
second extraction hole 2121.

In some embodiments, the battery accommodating device 100 further includes a mounting
assembly 7, which is used to connect the outer insertion-connected component with the adjacent
inner insertion-connected component, or connect adjacent inner insertion-connected components
with each other. By disposing the mounting assembly 72, both the connection stability of the outer
insertion-connected component and the adjacent inner insertion-connected component, and the
connection stability of the adjacent inner insertion-connected components are further improved.

In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 1, the mounting assembly 7 includes a first mounting
30 component 71 and a second mounting component button 72. The first mounting component 71 is
used to connect the outer insertion-connected component with the first inner insertion-connected component 21 of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component. The second mounting component 72 is used to connect four adjacent inner insertion-connected components together or adjacent three inner insertion-connected components and one outer insertion-connected component together. That is, the first mounting component 71 is used to connect the outer insertion-connected component disposed at the left or right end of the battery accommodating device 100 with the first inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly 2 adjacent to this outer insertion-connected component, and the second mounting component 72 is used to connect four inner insertion-connected components disposed inside of the battery accommodating device 100 together or to connect the outer insertion-connected component disposed at the left or right end of the battery accommodating device 100 with three inner insertion-connected components, in which the three inner insertion-connected components as well as the outer insertion-connected component are adjacent with one another.

Alternatively, the first mounting component 71 and the second mounting component 72 may be disposed on bottom surfaces and/or top surfaces of the inner insertion-connected component and the outer insertion-connected component. Preferably, the second mounting component 72 may be disposed on the bottom surfaces and the top surfaces of the inner insertion-connected component and the outer insertion-connected component respectively, thus making the structure of the battery accommodating device 100 more stable.

For example, in the following description of the present disclosure, the second mounting component 72 is disposed on the bottom surfaces and the top surfaces of the inner insertion-connected component and the outer insertion-connected component respectively. But those skilled in the art should understand that, the second mounting component 72 may only be disposed on the bottom surfaces or the top surfaces of the inner insertion-connected component and the outer insertion-connected component, which also falls into the protection scope of the present disclosure.

Fig. 7 is a top view of two inner insertion-connected components of two adjacent inner insertion assemblies 2 of a battery accommodating device 100 according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. Fig. 8 is a schematic view of the two inner insertion-connected components shown in Fig. 7 connected with each other via the second mounting component 72.
In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the first mounting component 71 has a substantially plate shape. And the first mounting component 71 includes a first snap part 711, and each of the outer top plate 1121 of the outer insertion-connected component, the outer bottom plate 1123 of the outer insertion-connected component, the inner top plate 212 and the inner bottom plate 213 of the first inner insertion-connected component 21 of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component defines a first snap opening 8 adapted to fit with the first snap part 711. Thus, it is more convenient for the mounting of the first mounting component 71.

Further, the first mounting component 71 has a second package edge 712 adapted to fit with the outer side plate 111. Thus, the outermost side of the battery accommodating device 100 is protected by the second package edge 712.

As shown in Figs. 11 and 12, the second mounting component 72 has a substantial plate shape. And the second mounting component 72 includes a second snap part 721, and each of the inner top plate 211, the inner bottom plate 213, the outer top plate 1121 and the outer bottom plate 1123 has a snap opening 8 adapted to fit with the second snap part 721. Thus, it is more convenient for the mounting of the second mounting component 72.

In some embodiments, the second mounting component 72 has a plate shape, as shown in Fig. 8, such that four adjacent inner insertion-connected components 21 or four adjacent inner insertion-connected components and outer insertion-connected components may be connected together by the second mounting component 72, thus resulting in a simple structure.

In a preferable embodiment, the second mounting component 72 has an insertion part 722 on a surface thereof adjacent to the inner insertion-connected components or the outer insertion-connected components. A structure of the insertion part 722 is matched with that of the snap opening 8. Thus, the insertion part 722 may be inserted into the snap opening 8, which makes the connection between the second mounting component 72 and the inner insertion-connected components or the outer insertion-connected components more stable. Advantageously, there may be a plurality of the insertion parts 722 and the snap openings 8, such that the connection stability thereof can be further improved.

A battery module 1000 according to embodiments of a second aspect of the present disclosure is provided. The battery module 1000 includes a battery accommodating device 100 according to above embodiments of the first aspect of the present disclosure, and at least one battery 200
accommodated in the chamber of the battery accommodating device 100. As mentioned above, since both the assembling and disassembling of the battery accommodating device 100 are easy to be carried out, the assembling process is simplified and the assembling efficiency is improved, the expansibility of the battery module 1000 is improved, the R&D cost of the battery module 1000 is reduced, and the time for development of the battery module 1000 is shortened.

Reference throughout this specification to "an embodiment," "some embodiments," "one embodiment", "another example," "an example," "a specific example," or "some examples," means that a particular feature, structure, material, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment or example is included in at least one embodiment or example of the present disclosure. Thus, the appearances of the phrases such as "in some embodiments," "in one embodiment", "in an embodiment", "in another example," "in an example," "in a specific example," or "in some examples," in various places throughout this specification are not necessarily referring to the same embodiment or example of the present disclosure. Furthermore, the particular features, structures, materials, or characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments or examples.

Although explanatory embodiments have been shown and described, it would be appreciated by those skilled in the art that changes, alternatives, and modifications all falling into the scope of the claims and their equivalents may be made in the embodiments without departing from spirit and principles of the disclosure.
What is claimed is:

1. A battery accommodating device, comprising:
   an outer insertion-connected assembly comprising first and second outer insertion-connected components opposed to and spaced from each other in a right and left direction;
   an inner insertion-connected assembly disposed between the first and second outer insertion-connected components in the right and left direction, and comprising first and second inner insertion-connected components staggerly arranged with each other in a front and rear direction; and
   a chamber configured to accommodate a battery and defined between the inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly and adjacent one of the first and second outer insertion-connected components,
   wherein each of the first and second outer insertion-connected components is fitted with adjacent the first and second inner insertion-connected components via a sliding rail structure.

2. The battery accommodating device of claim 1, wherein a plurality of inner insertion-connected assemblies are disposed between the first and second outer insertion-connected components,
   wherein the chamber is further defined between adjacent inner insertion-connected assemblies, and adjacent inner insertion-connected components are fitted with each other via the sliding rail structure.

3. The battery accommodating device of claim 1 or 2, wherein each of the first and second outer insertion-connected components has a sliding groove or a sliding block;
   wherein each of the first and second inner insertion-connected components has a sliding groove in a left side thereof and a sliding block on a right side thereof,
   wherein the sliding groove of the inner insertion-connected component is adapted to fit with the sliding block of the outer insertion-connected component or the sliding block of an adjacent inner insertion-connected component.

4. The battery accommodating device of claim 3, wherein the outer insertion-connected
component comprises:

an outer side plate having a first plate segment and a second plate segment; and

an insertion-connected frame disposed on the first plate segment of the outer side plate,

wherein the first inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, is connected with the second plate segment of the outer side plate and opposed to the insertion-connected frame;

wherein the second inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, is connected with a side of the insertion-connected frame away from the outer side plate.

5. The battery accommodating device of claim 4, wherein the insertion-connected frame comprises:

an outer top plate connected with a top of the outer side plate and perpendicular thereto,

an outer end plate connected with an end of the first plate segment of the outer side plate away from the second plate segment and perpendicular thereto; and

an outer bottom plate connected with a bottom of the outer side plate and perpendicular thereto, and opposed to the outer top plate.

6. The battery accommodating device of claim 5, wherein each of the outer top plate and the outer bottom plate has a sliding groove or a sliding block at a side thereof away from the outer side plate, and the sliding groove or the sliding block is adapted to fit with the second inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component.

7. The battery accommodating device of claim 6, wherein each of the outer top plate and the outer bottom plate has the sliding groove at the side thereof away from the outer side plate, and the sliding groove is adapted to fit with the second inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, and the sliding groove of the outer top plate is opened in a first direction opposite to a second direction in which the sliding groove of the outer bottom plate is opened.
8. The battery accommodating device of claim 7, wherein the second plate segment of the outer side plate has a sliding groove or a sliding block at a top and a bottom thereof respectively, and the sliding groove or the sliding block is adapted to fit with the first inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component.

9. The battery accommodating device of claim 8, wherein the second plate segment of the outer side plate has the sliding block at the top and the bottom thereof respectively, the sliding block is adapted to fit with the first inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component, and the sliding block at the top of the second plate segment has an extending direction opposed to that of the sliding block at the bottom of the second plate segment.

10. The battery accommodating device of claim 5, wherein the outer end plate defines a first extraction hole penetrated therethrough.

11. The battery accommodating device of claim 4, wherein the inner insertion-connected component comprises:

an inner top plate having a sliding groove at a left side thereof and a sliding block at a right side thereof, the sliding groove and the sliding block being adapted to fit with the outer insertion-connected component or the inner insertion-connected component adjacent thereto respectively;

an inner end plate disposed at a front end or a rear end of the inner top plate and perpendicular thereto;

an inner bottom plate disposed at a lower end of the inner end plate and perpendicular thereto, having a sliding groove at a left side thereof and a sliding block at a right side thereof, the sliding groove and the sliding block being adapted to fit with the outer insertion-connected component or the inner insertion-connected component adjacent thereto; and

an inner baffle plate disposed at the left side or the right side of the inner top plate and perpendicular thereto, and connected with the inner end plate and the inner bottom plate.
12. The battery accommodating device of claim 11, wherein an extending direction of the sliding block of the inner top plate is opposite to that of the sliding block of the inner bottom plate, and the sliding groove of the inner top plate is opened in a first direction opposite to a second direction in which the sliding groove of the inner bottom plate is opened.

13. The battery accommodating device of claim 11, wherein the inner end plate defines a second extraction hole penetrated therethrough.

14. The battery accommodating device of claim 11, wherein the inner baffle plate defines a notch opened in a direction away from the inner end plate.

15. The battery accommodating device of claim 11, further comprising a plurality of protective covers, wherein

the protective cover is disposed at an end of the inner insertion-connected component adjacent to the inner end plate thereof and/or an end of the outer insertion-connected component adjacent to the outer end plate thereof.

16. The battery accommodating device of claim 15, wherein the inner top plate of the inner insertion-connected component or the outer top plate of the outer insertion-connected component defines a slot;

the protective cover has a snap component adapted to fit within the slot at an upper end thereof, and a flange adapted to fit with the outer end plate or the inner end plate at a lower end thereof.

17. The battery accommodating device of claim 16, wherein the protective cover disposed at the end of the outer insertion-connected component has a first package edge adapted to fit with an outermost side of the outer insertion-connected component.

18. The battery accommodating device of claim 11, further comprising a mounting assembly, wherein the mounting assembly is configured to connect the outer insertion-connected component with the inner insertion-connected component adjacent thereto, or connect adjacent inner
insertion-connected components with each other.

19. The battery accommodating device of claim 18, wherein the mounting assembly comprises:

- a first mounting component configured to connect the outer insertion-connected component with the first inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component; and
- a second mounting component configured to connect four adjacent inner insertion-connected components together or adjacent three inner insertion-connected components and one outer insertion-connected component together.

20. The battery accommodating device of claim 19, wherein the first mounting component comprises a first snap part, and each of the outer top plate of the outer insertion-connected component, the outer bottom plate of the outer insertion-connected component, the inner top plate and the inner bottom plate of the first inner insertion-connected component of the inner insertion-connected assembly adjacent to the outer insertion-connected component defines a first snap opening adapted to fit with the first snap part.

21. The battery accommodating device of claim 20, wherein the first mounting component has a second package edge adapted to fit with the outer side plate.

22. The battery accommodating device of claim 19, wherein the second mounting component comprises a second snap part, and each of the inner top plate, the inner bottom plate, the outer top plate and the outer bottom plate has a second snap opening adapted to fit with the second snap part.

23. A battery module, comprising:

- a battery accommodating device according to any of claims 1 to 22, and
- at least one battery accommodated in a chamber of the battery accommodating device.
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